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Let us introduce ourselves

Phenomena beyond the SM can become manifest via the production of new 
particles, or by modifying the production and decays of SM particles. 
Analyses of FCNC decays are particularly sensitive to the effects of new 
physics because these decays are forbidden at tree-level in the SM and 
highly suppressed at higher order by the Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani (GIM) 
mechanism.


BR(t→uZ), BR(t→cZ) and BR(t→qH) around 10-14                                                     

Several extensions of the SM enhance these BR and can be tested at the LHC
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Results covered in this talk
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A generation of quarks

In 1973 Kobayashi and Maskawa predicted a third generation of quarks to 
explain CP violation in kaon decay. The bottom quark was discovered in 
1977 by the E288 experiment. The top quark was discovered in 1995 by 
the D0 and CDF experiments. At hadron colliders top quarks are produced in 
pairs through the strong interaction, but also single top is produced in 
electroweak processes through three different production mechanisms.
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pp → t(bW)Z(ll)

pp → t(bW)t(Zq)

Search for tZ FCNC interactions
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tZ FCNC

We look for events with a b-jet, a W (lν), a Z (ll) and (in the FCNC top quark 
decay) a jet from u or c. The main SM backgrounds are WZ, DY, ttZ, ttW 
and SM tZq. Two BDT are built, one for single top signal, the other for 
top quark decay signal.


The FCNC process is characterized with EFT, by a set of dimension six 
operators that are added to the SM Lagrangian. Trilinear Z-top couplings 
are considered, while four-fermion couplings are neglected.
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tZq coupling at scale Λ

electroweak interactionTOP-17-017



Event selection and categorisation

We require between 1 and 3 jets, exactly three leptons and the W 
transverse mass below 300 GeV. The analysis is divided in 4 lepton 
channels (3e, 2e1μ, 1e2μ, 3μ), 2 signal regions and 3 background 
control regions.


Non-prompt leptons (NPL) are estimated by data containing lepton 
candidates with inverted isolation requirement.
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Post fit distributions

The variables going into 
the BDT consist of 
kinematic observables 
and b-tagging. The BDT 
are trained separately 
for tZu and tZc, in each 
of the four lepton 
channels, against all 
backgrounds except NPL.


In the STSR only single 
top quark FCNC is used 
as signal; in the TTSR 
both single top and ttbar 
are used as signal.
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Results interpretation

Significant improvement in the expected limit from 8 TeV to 
13 TeV. The 13 TeV observed limits are BR(t→cZ) < 0.045% and 
BR(t→uZ) < 0.024%
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pp → t(bW)H(bb)                                                              
pp → t(bW)t(qH)

Search for top and Higgs FCNC interactions
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top and Higgs FCNC interactions

The FCNC processes that correspond to tH interactions can be 
described by an effective Lagrangian


Two topologies are studied, single top + Higgs, and FCNC 
decays of top pairs
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How to best squeeze my event info?
Events are split in 5 categories based on njets and nbjets. With the energy and momenta of all 
particles, a full kinematic reconstruction of the event is performed for several hypotheses: 
semileptonic tt background, signal single top + Higgs, and signal tt with Higgs.


The reconstruction is performed for all permutations of the bjets. The reconstructed kinematic 
variables for each permutation are fed into a BDT, to identify right / wrong bjet assignments, 
achieving 75% efficiency. Finally, separate trainings of the BDT for Hut and Hct are done, with 
the most discriminant variables being lepton charge (Hut), bjet CSVv2, mbb, and bjet 
assignment BDT.
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Final observable to extract signal events

BDT discriminant 
distributions for Hct 
training after the fit to 
data
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We are limited

First search for FCNH in both 
single top + Higgs and top pairs 
decaying into Higgs together.   
This is the best CMS t → uH limit
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Branching ratio
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ATLAS+CMS Preliminary
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May 2018

all other processes are zero
Each limit assumes that

FCNC upper limits at the 95% CL      May 2018

Several top FCNC vertices 
have been probed and no 
signal has been seen by the 
experiments.


Most of the limits on 
FCNC are at 10-3 and 10-4, 
getting close to the 
predictions of some most 
favorable NP scenarios.



B+ → K+ μμ                                                          
B0 → K*0 μμ

Angular observables
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B+ → K+ μμ

b → s μμ FCNC process, forbidden at tree level in the SM. Two model-independent 
parameters describe the decay rate: the forward-backward asymmetry AFB of the 
dimuon system, and the contribution FH from the pseudoscalar, scalar and tensor 
amplitudes to the decay width.


The framework of QCD factorisation is believed to be valid for the calculation of the 
amplitudes in the region of low squared dimuon mass (q2), while QCD symmetries in 
heavy-to-light transitions are usually exploited in the large-recoil limit.
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SM electroweak Z/γ penguin diagram SM WW box diagram



Fit the data

The B+ → K+ μμ decay rate depends on cosθl, with θl the angle between the 
direction of the μ− and the K+ in the dilepton rest frame


The angular observables AFB and FH are extracted with an extended unbinned 
maximum-likelihood fit to the B meson invariant mass and θl in bins of q2
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What do we get?

When estimating the uncertainty in AFB and FH, the other variable 
is treated as a nuisance parameter. A large numbers of pseudo-
experiments is generated with the maximum-likelihood estimate of 
the nuisance parameter. The AFB and FH results are consistent 
with the SM expectations.
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B0 → K*0 μμ

B0 →  K*0 μμ proceeds via FCNC ➠ sensitive to NP. The analysis of 
angular distributions allows different quantities to be studied as a 
function of q2. Among the different formulations of the angular parameters 
we pick P1 and P’5 (LHCb and Belle deviate from the SM for P’5)
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Angular distribution

We have measured distributions of angular 
parameters with 20.5 fb-1 at 8 TeV. Use best mass 
assignment (14% mistag rate) to separate K+π− from 
K−π+.


We simplify the angular distribution by exploiting 
the odd symmetry of the angular variables with 
respect to φ = 0 and θl = π/2. In addition FL, FS and AS 
are fixed to previous measurements, estimating with 
pseudo experiments the corresponding uncertainties.
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Results
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BPH-15-008

The CMS results are among the most precise to date, and are consistent 
with predictions based on the SM. However, there is some tension in P’5 
between the SM and Belle and LHCb, in 4 < q2 < 8 GeV2. Detailed information 
on the ATLAS analysis can be found in Adrian Bevan’s slides.

https://hql2018.kek.jp/talks/28p2-bevan.pdf


Summary

A selected set of top FCNC interactions has been 
presented. No signal has been yet seen, and limits are 
already at the 10-4 level.


Two angular analyses involving b →  s FCNC interactions 
have been presented. CMS results are consistent in both 
cases with the SM, although there is some tension for the P’5 
LHCb and Belle results.
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Backup slides



tZ SM and FCNC interaction at 8 TeV

With 19.7 fb-1 at 8 TeV we measure the tZq cross section, with 
2.4 (1.8) observed (expected) significance. In addition, a search for 
tZ FCNC production has been performed, setting limits at 95% CL, 
BR(t → Zu) < 0.022% and BR(t → Zc) < 0.049%.
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